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This paper presents a novel digital watermarking framework using electrocardiograph (ECG)

and demographic text data as double watermarks. It protects patient medical informa-

tion  and prevents mismatching diagnostic information. The watermarks are embedded

in  selected texture regions of a PET image using multi-resolution wavelet decomposition.

Experimental results show that modifications in these locations are visually impercepti-

ble.  The robustness of the watermarks is verified through measurement of peak signal to

noise  ratio (PSNR), cross-correlation (CC%), structural similarity measure (SSIM) and uni-

versal image  quality index (UIQI). Their robustness is also computed using pixel-based

metrics and human visual system metrics. Additionally, beta factor (ˇ) as an edge preser-
ECG

Patient demographic text

Wavelet transform

vation measure is used for degradation evaluation of the image boundaries throughout the

watermarked PET image. Assessment of the extracted watermarks shows watermarking

robustness to common attacks such as embedded zero-tree wavelet (EZW) compression

and median filtering.
1.  Introduction

The huge amounts of acquired digital medical images in
hospitals are usually stored in a database along with the
demographic text data and the bio-signals of patients.
Unauthorized tampering, mismatching and mishandling of
information are problems with such data in large databases.
Additionally, exchange of bio-signals, demographic texts and

medical images between hospitals needs efficient and reliable
transmission and storage techniques. Moreover, storing dif-
ferent information of a patient in separate files increases the
risk of mismatching and diagnostic mistakes. Unauthorized
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viewing of patients’ healthcare information is one of the main
concerns in hospital information systems.

Recently, watermarking has been an active area of research
for strengthening healthcare information security. Generally,
watermarking algorithms have been aimed to protect digital
images by hiding information into them. The main advantage
of watermarking is information invisibility and anonymity.
Authentication is considered a genuine application for them.
A large number of watermarking techniques for medical
1 66466383.
@sina.tums.ac.ir (A. Ahmadian), habib.zaidi@hcuge.ch (H. Zaidi).

images are available in literature which almost most of them
focus on two areas, namely, tamper detection and authen-
tication, and electronic patient record (EPR) embedding in
medical images. Significantly, embedding of EPR or metadata

erved.
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Fig. 1 – Schematic representation of the two-level wavelet
c o m p u t e r m e t h o d s a n d p r o g r a m s 

n medical images saves memory  of the hospital informa-
ion system (HIS), enhances confidentiality of the patient data,
void detachment of the EPR data from the image  and saves
andwidth for transmission [1–3,12].  An extensive literature
eview in [12] shows multiple watermarking of medical images
ims to provide a unified approach to different healthcare
pplications and is quite a creative concept.

The watermarking methods can be distinctly classi-
ed as transform domain techniques [4–6], spatial domain

7,8], selectable domain techniques [9],  and combinational
omain techniques [10]. One special approach is inserting an
ncrypted electronic patient record in the LSB of pixels’ gray
evel [11]. The advantage and disadvantage of the approach
re least visual modification of medical images, and the fact
hat LSB-embedding is known as a fragile method, respec-
ively. To increase robustness of spatial domain techniques,
avelet-based watermarking methods exploit the frequency

nd spatial information of the transformed data in multiple
esolutions. Currently applied wavelet-based digital water-

arks are found in [4–6,12–15]. The advantages of the wavelet
ransform compared to the discrete cosine transform (DCT)
nd the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) are discussed in
etails elsewhere [15]. We  recently exploited the embedded
ero-tree wavelet (EZW) algorithm for a blind watermarking
f bio-signals into medical images [13]. Meanwhile, perceptual
odels, the human visual system (HVS), texture properties

r reference register (RR) [16] can be exploited to enhance
atermark-embedding methods.

Texture as a function of spatial variation in pixel intensi-
ies is a significant feature commonly used for detection of
mbedding sites [17]. Wavelet analysis is particularly useful
or texture perception. It may provide scale-dependent tex-
ure properties of the image  to be targeted for any further
rocessing [18]. To preserve medical images, invertible water-
arking allows the recovery of the original image  without any

oss of information [19]. Another alternative is the selection
f regions of interest (ROIs) which contains diagnostic signifi-
ance to be left intact during watermarking procedure [19].

In this paper, we  propose a contextual double digital
atermarking technique using ECG signal and patient ID

s watermarks to be inserted into PET images. The inser-
ion locations are selected using a texture feature extraction
lgorithm to provide acceptable imperceptibility of the water-
arked image.  Combination of texture algorithm with the
avelet transform makes the method more  effective for
edical watermarking applications. The following sections

escribe the process of embedding ECG signal and patient
D image  into selected texture regions of the clinical PET
mages.

.  Proposed  watermarking  algorithm

n this paper, the ECG signal and the text image  (patients ID)
re used as double contextual watermarks. They are embed-
ed into the PET image.  The PET modality is used particularly

ecause of its availability, but any other kind of medical image
an be used. The grayscale PET image  is decomposed to seven
ub-bands using a two-level dyadic wavelet decomposition
s shown in Fig. 1. The wavelet coefficients of both the ID
decomposition technique.

text image  and the ECG signal are embedded into these two-
dimensional wavelet sub-bands.

Although considering an ROI in a significant part of PET
image may enrich work to avoid degradation of diagnostically
important section of the image,  we did not take it into account
and left it for future studies. Usually, ROIs are defined when
a significant region of the image  must be untouched and
archived for further diagnosis. Otherwise an extended region
of the image  can be exploited for watermarking [19]. While
considering ROIs more  caution must be taken in order to not
distort clinically meaningful parts of the selected region of
the image.

2.1.  Texture  extraction  of  PET  image

Let M be an N × N input grayscale image  in the spatial
domain. M is transformed to the wavelet domain using
the Haar mother wavelet. The Haar wavelet is very simple,
fast and invertible wavelet transform. The Haar coeffi-
cients are dyadic rational numbers with denominators of
power of 2 so that LSB watermarking of decomposed image
coefficients guarantees lossless reversibility of watermark
coefficients. In other words, the ECG signal and ID watermarks
are preserved in the process of Haar wavelet reconstruc-
tion and decomposition of PET image.  Nonetheless, any
other lossless wavelet can be used for this study, but it
might impact on the precision of the ECG signal and the
ID.

The decomposed image  consists of three sub-bands (V, H
and D) from which the texture information of image M at dif-
ferent scales and resolutions can be obtained. The resulting
texture feature matrix is of dimension N/(2r) × N/(2r), which is
the same as the corresponding sub-band matrixes, where r is
the level of decomposition. The texture map  (twr), is a matrix
which shows texture areas superimposed on a background
(non-texture pixels), which is computed for each input sub-
band (wr). The texture of each wavelet coefficient is calculated
from a combination of its energy with the variance of the cor-
responding coefficients in the lowest wavelet approximation
matrix (A). The process of obtaining texture features from an

image  was adopted from [20]. For two-levels decomposition,
twr is obtained by

twr(i, j)=[wr(i, j)]2+�2[A2([i/2]+1, [j/2]+1), A2([i/2]+2, [j/2]+2)] (1)
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where �2 is the variance of the two-coefficient block and
wr ∈ {D2, H2, V2, D1, H1, V1}, A2 is the approximation sub-band
in the last scale, i and j are coordinates of pixels in each sub-
band and [ ] the real part of a complex number. The i,j are in
the span 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N/(2r) to cover all image  pixels.

The background pixels (pixels are not selected as texture)
in the texture map  have a lower magnitude compared to pix-
els representing the edge areas of the PET image.  The locations
in the texture map  whose magnitude are higher than a prede-
fined threshold, Tw, are selected for the watermarking process.
Modification of these coefficients is imperceptible since the
most significant coefficients act as a visual mask. The selected
texture regions of D1, V1 and H1 sub-bands are denoted by
SELD1 , SELV1 ,and SELH1 :

SELH1 = max[twH1 (i, j), twH1 (i, j + 1)]
if |twH1 (i, j) − twH1 (i, j + 1 > TH1

SELV1 = max[twV1 (i, j), twV1 (i + 1, j)]
if|twV1 (i, j) − twV1 (i + 1, j)| > TV1

SELD1 = max[twD1 (i, j), twD1 (i + 1, j + 1)]
if |twD1 (i, j) − twD1 (i + 1, j + 1)| > TD1

(2)

where the threshold in each sub-band is achieved by the equa-
tions given below:

TH1 = max(twH1 ) − avg(twH1 )
TV1 = max(twV1 ) − avg(twV1 )
TD1 = max(twD1 ) − avg(twD1 )

(3)

where T is interpreted as the deviation of the maximum coef-
ficient from the mean of each sub-band. The average of each
sub-band is the global information of the each sub-band and
the maximum coefficient is a visual estimation of the sub-
band’s tolerance of degradation.

2.2.  Sub-band  selection

The sub-band selection for watermarking is trivial. Manipu-
lation of the low frequency sub-band A2 will impose severe
degradations on the reconstructed image  as most of the
energy is concentrated in this sub-band.

Generally, high frequency sub-bands are responsible for
image  sharpness and watermark transparency, less water-
mark robustness, but they are larger in size so they provide
more  locations for watermark embedding. On the other hand,
mid-frequency sub-bands provide more  suitable places for
watermarking while having less capacity and less trans-
parency. In the meantime, they increase the risk of noticeable
differences in the watermarked image.  Therefore, a sort of
trade-off should be considered for the embedding process to
reach an imperceptible and robust watermarked image.  The

three mid-frequency sub-bands (H2, V2 and D2) were found to
be empirically good choices for the ECG. Unlike the ECG signal,
the significant coefficients of the ID image  are embedded into
the high frequency sub-bands.
 b i o m e d i c i n e 1 0 4 ( 2 0 1 1 ) 418–425

2.3. Embedding  the  ECG  signal

The wavelet coefficients of ECG signal are embedded into the
selected texture regions of the V2, H2 and D2, respectively. The
size of the ECG is adjusted to be one third of the total number of
available embedding locations. The scanning of the candidate
location during embedding process is a well-known predeter-
mined scanning methods which is called Morton scan [13,21].
The ECG coefficients are chosen by the Morton or Raster scan
method as well [13]. The embedding stopping point is the time
by which most significant ECG’s wavelet coefficients are run-
ning out.

Let the ECG signal be of size 1 × P, where P is number of ECG
bytes in time domain. The wavelet coefficients of the ECG, Wf,
are divided into three bit-streams, L, I, and M, representing the
least-significant, the intermediate, and the most significant
decimal values, respectively, as shown in Eq. (4):

Wf(i, j) = 100 × M(i, j) + 10 × I(i, j) + L(i, j) (4)

where 0 ≤ (L, I) ≤ 9 and 0 ≤ M ≤ max(Wf)/100. The bit-streams L,
I and M are inserted into the lowest order bits of SELV2 , SELH2

and SELD2 according to an order that is selected by secret key.
The secret key includes the seeds of pseudorandom num-

ber generator (3 bytes), type of mother wavelet (2 bytes),
number of ECG bytes (2 bytes), size of original ID image  (2
bytes), T in Eq. (3) (3 bytes), seeds for random specifying of
sub-bands’ order (1 byte) in the embedding process. Regard-
less of PET image  size the secret key is normally greater or
equal than 13 bytes. They are arranged in a predefined order
as a sequence of bits. It is also possible to encrypt the secret
key for more  security.

2.4. Embedding  the  text  image

The patient ID image’s wavelet coefficients (IDW) are embed-
ded into the wavelet coefficients V1, H1 and D1. Using a
threshold (T), the binary matrix (BM) of each sub-band is made
by assigning 0 to all coefficients bigger than T and 1 otherwise.
The value of T is empirically set to one third of the maximum
coefficient. Then, the BM is used to find candidates for water-
marking from the IDW. The coefficients are scanned by Raster
scan. Using this predetermined scan, only locations where
their corresponding location in the BM is filled with 0 are cho-
sen out for watermarking. Thus, from knowing the size of the
ID, the Raster scan, and T in the extraction process the algo-
rithm is able to place back every single extracted coefficient
into its original location in the IDW and reconstruct the ID.

The text ID is converted to an image,  because embedding
characters in the wavelet domain is not plausible. Although
there are some approaches to embed text characters in the
form of binary into the wavelet coefficients of the PET image,
it is much more  robust to embed them into similar coefficients
of the same trait and domain. Moreover, the largest concern is
that a slight change in the binary sequence of a character can
turn it entirely into another character. Therefore working with

characters in the wavelet domain can diminish robustness
of the watermark drastically. In the meantime, transforming
the ID to an image  and to the wavelet domain makes coef-
ficients of the same characteristics as the transformed PET

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2010.08.016
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Table 1 – Assessment of watermarks quality.

Watermarks PSNR Cross-correlation (%) SSIM UIQI
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analyzed the effect of these attacks on the extracted ECG and
the ID image  for diagnostic purposes. The visual quality of the
text and the ECG are used by the human visual metrics for

Table 2 – Human visual metrics of the extracted marks.

Attacks ECG ID Image
ECG 70.12 ± 0.12 93.36 ± 0
ID image 61.34 ± 0.16 91.05 ± 0

mage  (real numbers in almost the same range). Although this
as the effect of raising the payload of watermarking, it also
trengthens the ID watermark.

In the proposed method, the lowest order bits of SELV1 ,
ELH1 and SELD1 are replaced by the IDW bits of L, I and M
ccording to the order that is selected by the secret key. It
hould be noted that the white background of the ID image
s a worthless part of it, so the wavelet coefficients of this area
re not embedded into the PET image.

.5. Watermarking  of  PET  images

he final watermarked PET image  is obtained when the
mbedded sub-bands are reconstructed using a two-level
nverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT). After extracting
exture map  matrixes, using the Raster scan (Fig. 2a) all the
xtracted locations are numbered from 1 to n orderly in each
ndividual sub-band, where n is the number of candidates for
atermarking in each corresponding sub-band (Fig. 2b). Now

 pseudorandom number generator given a seed generates
 sequence of numbers between 1 and n for each sub-band.
eeds are the parameters being stored in the secret key of the
atermarking algorithm. Also, the secret key is used to select

he corresponding embedding sub-bands (V, H and D) for L, I
nd M of the ID image  and the ECG signal in their mentioned
cale randomly. Therefore, the secret key secures the embed-
ed ECG and ID watermarks from disclosure. Fig. 3 shows the
roposed watermarking algorithm used for embedding the
CG and the text images in the PET image.

The proposed algorithm was applied on 25 PET images
256 × 256). A typical image  plane is shown in Fig. 4a. The
riginal ECG signal and the ID image  (32 × 32) used as con-
extual watermarks are shown in Fig. 4b and c, respectively.
he resulting watermarked image  is shown in Fig. 4d.

The experimental results presented are obtained using a
et of cardiac images using [18F]-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET
mages acquired at Geneva University Hospital on a dedicated
linical PET/CT scanner, namely the Biograph TruePoint 64
Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The physical
erformance of this scanner and its application in a clini-
al setting is reported elsewhere [22] whereas the ID images
nd ECG signals are taken from the Massachusetts Institute
f Technology database (MIT-DB) [23]. An experienced physi-
ian evaluated the perceptual quality of the watermarked and
riginal images and did not report any remarkable visual dif-
erence.

.  Verifying  the  integrity  of  the  watermarks
he extraction procedure is the reverse of the embedding pro-
ess shown in Fig. 3. The same secret key that was used during
mbedding is now used to determine the order of extracting
0.901 ± 0.07 0.910 ± 0.13
0.935 ± 0.13 0.913 ± 0.19

the coefficients. The watermark retrieving procedure needs
to be aware of the location of embedded coefficients, IDW,  in
their original context (ECG, ID). Thus, the embedding clues are
stored in the secret key to be used in the extraction or the
retrieving procedure.

As explained in Eq. (3),  watermark coefficients spilt up to
M,  I, L which are separately embedded in different sub-bands.
This method guarantees reconstruction of a fairly equal coef-
ficient compressed to the original one if even only M or M and
I be able to be reconstructed. Therefore, this guarantees reli-
able extraction. The proposed watermarking is blind because
neither the original PET image  nor the original watermarks is
required for extraction. The extracted ID and ECG are of good
quality and closely resemble the original contents shown in
Fig. 4b and c. The extracted patient’s ECG is shown in Fig. 5,
and the extracted ID image  is shown in Fig. 4d.

The average cross-correlation between the extracted signal
and the embedded one from all 25 watermarked PET images
is 93.36%. This value is 91.05% for the ID image.  These results
show that acceptable extracted results with low error can be
achieved using the proposed algorithm. In the reconstructed
ID image,  some characters are not completely extracted but
are visually recognizable.

We quantitatively determined the degree of similarity
between the original watermarks and the extracted water-
marks using two different types of metrics. The peak signal
to noise ratio (PSNR) and correlation between the original and
the modified image  give the pixel-based similarity between
the images [24]. The structural similarity measure (SSIM)
and universal image  quality index (UIQI) [25,26] compare the
images based on the human visual system (HVS). The cross-
correlation (CC) [24] between the embedded ECG and the
extracted one was used for similarity assessment. Table 1
summarizes the average degree of similarity between the five
original ECG signals and the ID images and their correspond-
ing extracted ones.

The similarity results using both the pixel-based approach
and the human visual system approach show a high level of
correlation between the images. Watermarks were shown to
be robust and resilient when subjected to various attacks. We
SSIM UIQI SSIM UIQI

Median filter 0.76 0.89 0.94 0.96
EZW compression 0.80 0.87 0.93 0.94
Rotating 0.33 0.36 0.39 0.40

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2010.08.016
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Fig. 2 – (a) Raster scan of wavelet matrix of an image, (b) numbering of gray locations (texture maps) in each sub-band
separately.

ge w
Fig. 3 – Proposed ECG and ID ima

comparison purposes. Table 2 summarizes the human visual
metrics of the extracted marks when the watermarked image

is subjected to various attacks. Numerical results show that
the image  quality is high for all attacks except rotation which
originates from the lack of synchronization in the process of
embedding.

Fig. 4 – (a) Original PET image, (b) original ECG signal, (c)
atermarks embedding algorithm.

Hence, the watermarked PET image  is compact and
takes up less memory  space compared to the memory

that is occupied by the individual image  and accompa-
nying data separately. It should be noticed that changing
the modality of medical image  does not change any part
of the algorithm but it might affect the evaluation results

 original ID image, and (d) watermarked PET image.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2010.08.016
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Fig. 5 – Result of the extracted (a) EC

Table 3 – Maximum capacity of each sub-band of a PET
image for watermarks according to texture algorithm.

Sub-bands Capacity (number of
embeddable bits)

Watermarks

V1 24,543 ID image
H1 23,401 ID image
D1 20,129 ID image
V 8993 ECG signal

b
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H2 9800 ECG signal
D2 6520 ECG signal

ecause different modalities have different texture con-
ent.

.  Performance  of  the  watermarking
lgorithm

he developed algorithm was applied on 25 different PET
mages (256 × 256). Table 3 shows the sub-bands used for each
atermark and its corresponding capacity of modulation. For
uality assessment of the watermarked PET, the average PSNR
etween the original image  and the watermarked image  was
alculated. This value was found to be more  than 47.43 dB
ith a standard deviation of 0.22 dB for embedding an ECG

 kbyte in size, as shown in Fig. 6 (5 samples are illustrated
or better presentation). The PSNR provides an overall effi-
ient numerical measure of image  distortion which imparts
mportant information in medical applications. To measure
he visual degradation of the watermarked PET image,  SSIM
nd UIQI parameters were calculated which were 0.93 and

.96, respectively.

From a clinical point of view, it is a routine procedure
o record 1–4 min  of ECG with 360 samples per second. This

ig. 6 – Plot of PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio) vs. ECG size
or five images having different textures and content.
G signal and (b) the ID image.

makes the storage size in the range of 21.6–86.4 kbytes. How-
ever, the ECG signal has a great amount of redundant data as
some of its main features such as the QRS complex are used for
many diagnoses procedures. There are many  algorithms that
compress ECG signal in the range of 20:1 ratio [27,28].  Hence,
with the proposed algorithm, it is possible to embed real ECG
signal records of a patient (1–4 min) in his/her medical images.

As it is shown in Fig. 6, the PSNR graph has a steep descent
versus the ECG signals larger than 1024. It stems from the
small size of the subject PET images (256 × 256). The algo-
rithm achieves good results for up to 1024 ECG bytes. Thus,
for the PET images of 256 × 256 size, the proposed algorithm
embeds the ECG signals smaller than 1024 bytes perfectly. The
proposed method is compared with the method described in
[12] which watermarks PET images with size 512 × 512 using
four different watermarks. Both studies are based on Haar
wavelet, for multiple watermarking. Despite the watermarks
difference, the two images are considered roughly comparable
in terms of capacity of watermarks and their impact on the
host image.  In [12], the watermarks are inserted in different
decomposition scales and sub-bands, in locations specified by
a random key, depending on their type. In this study, two  more
medical applicable watermarks are inserted into sub-bands
of the first two scales. The insertion was based on invisibil-
ity of the watermarks after watermarking. The average PSNR
reported in [12] was 46.66 ± 0.2 for nearly 668 bytes (5348 bits)
of watermarks. While, the proposed algorithm achieved PSNR
equal to 48.15 ± 0.22 for 2 kbytes of watermarks (ECG and ID).
Moreover, the host PET image  used in [12] is of size 512 × 512
while in this study it is 256 × 256.

A comparison between the distortions induced by applying
watermarks and by image  compression is a sound indicative

of the amount of distortion PET image  was undergone by the
proposed watermarking method. Table 4 presents compara-
tive evaluations of the distortions in terms of PSNR induced

Table 4 – Performance of watermarked and JPEG images
in terms of PSNR.

Image  processing type QF PSNR (dB)

Watermarked image – 48.33
JPEG compressed image 90 51.65

85 48.30
70 46.12
65 40.32

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2010.08.016
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Fig. 7 – Plots of  ̌ factor (edge preservation measure) vs. ECG
size for five images having different textures and content.

r

watermarking on medical images, Med. Biol. Eng. Comput.
by applying the embedding scheme and JPEG compression as
an indicative attack with different quality factors (QFs) applied
to the whole image.  As illustrated in Table 4, the watermarking
method introduces less distortion than the JPEG compres-
sion with quality factors up to 85. The adequate perceptual
quality of the watermarked images, combined with the high
PSNR obtained, demonstrates the transparency of the pro-
posed scheme.

Moreover, the beta factor (ˇ) is an edge preservation
measure used for evaluation of the boundary degradation
throughout the image.  Normally, a  ̌ close to 1 is interpreted as
low degradation. The  ̌ factor of the watermarked PET image
is calculated using Eq. (5) and shown in Fig. 7.

 ̌ =
∑ ∑

[(�I − �̄ I)(�wI − � w̄I)]√∑ ∑
(�I − �̄ I)

2
(�wI − � w̄I)2

(5)

where � I is the high passed Laplacian filter of the original
image, �̄ I is its mean value and wI, w̄I  is the watermarked
and mean value of the watermarked image.

The achieved  ̌ for all experiments and ECG sizes less than
1024 bytes proves that we observe normal changes in the edge
areas up to the above-mentioned size. As discussed earlier,
because of the small size of PET images (256 × 256) and accord-
ingly small area of significant coefficients or non-background,
the algorithm is able to achieve good results for ECG sizes
less than 1024. For higher ECG sizes, there is nearly a linear
reduction in the  ̌ factor.

5.  Conclusion

A contextual PET image  watermarking algorithm was pro-
posed. Two watermarks, an ECG signal and the corresponding
demographic text data (ID) of a patient were embedded into
selected texture regions of a host image  in the wavelet domain.
The watermarked PET image  provides security of informa-
tion. The robustness of the watermarks was not affected by
common attacks like EZW compression and median filtering.
Quantitative results show that the extracted ECG and ID image
are of high quality. This is a result of utilizing texture areas of
the host image  which are the most significant areas of the

medical image.  Meanwhile, the use of these features should
be done with caution owing to their possible diagnostic signif-
icance.
 b i o m e d i c i n e 1 0 4 ( 2 0 1 1 ) 418–425

The combination of different information as proposed by
the watermarking algorithm introduces easier data accessibil-
ity when practitioners need patient’s healthcare history and
other vital signs along with a medical image.  The compari-
son of our method with a previously published wavelet-based
method [12] shows reasonable improvement of the PSNR.
The experimental results also prove that higher quality
watermarked images can be achieved as compared to JPEG
compressed images up to quality factor of 85%.
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